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Abstract. In this article, we have presented an

algorithm for separating the mixed or fused im-

ages. We have considered that the two indepen-

dent histogram equalized digital images are lin-

early mixed, and the joint probability density

function (PDF) or the scatter plot of the two

observed or mixed images is used for separa-

tion. The objective and subjective separation

results are presented, and observed to be better

than the other existing techniques in terms of

Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and Signal-

to-interference ratio (SIR).

1 Introduction

Separation of mixed and overlapped images is a fre-

quently arising problem in image processing, for exam-

ple separation of overlapped images obtained when pho-

tographing objects placed behind a glass window or wind-

screen, since most varieties of glass have semi-reflecting

properties [2]. Reflections may create ambiguity in scene

analysis, so there is a need to separate the desired and

the reflected images from the superimposed or mixed im-

ages [16]. Mathematically, image mixture can be seen as

I = AS (1)

A =

[
a11 a12
a21 a22

]
(2)

where, I = [I1 I2]
T are mixed images vector, S =

[S1 S2]
T are the original images vector and A is a mixing

matrix. The observed images are weighted linear com-

bination of source images and mixing weights are not

known [18]. The mixed image separation is a blind source

separation (BSS) problem, because neither source images,

nor mixing coefficients are known. If we can estimate

mixing matrix, the original unmixed images can also be

estimated as

S = A−1I (3)

There are many other applications of source signal sep-

aration, namely image de-noising [1, 22], medical signal

and image processing like FMRI, ECG, EEG, ultrasound

images [17, 15, 21, 19], feature extraction in Content-
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Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) [5, 6, 24], face recogni-

tion [6], compression redundancy reduction [11], water-

marking [10, 13], remote sensing in cloud detection [7]

where cloud detection of the atmospheric remote sens-

ing image of a VHRR (very high resolution radiometer)

is tested using separation technique, scientific data min-

ing [20], finger print extraction for forensic use [4, 23].

The approaches for digital mixed image separation are

scatter-plot based technique, principal component analy-

sis (PCA), SVD-based ICA technique, etc. In scatter plot

based technique, the geometrical shape of joint probabil-

ity density function is used [9, 8, 12], for two histogram

equalize mixed images the shape of joint pdf (or scatter

plot) will be parallelogram [2, 3], and orientation of the

parallelogram sides depends on mixing coefficients [3].

The robustness of this technique is high, if image sizes are

large. The PCA based technique uses second order statis-

tics of the observed images, it is a linear transformation

that is derived from the second order signal statics (co-

variance structure). The ICA based technique uses higher

order statistics provided that the observed images data is

non-Gaussian and independent.

In this paper, it has been considered that the original

images are histogram equalized and statistically indepen-

dent, However, the automatic image separation procedure

based on scatter data [8] of the observed images is es-

tablished for the mixture of two images. The results are

also compared with the SVD based ICA algorithm, where

it has been assumed that maximum variance orientation is

orthogonal to the minimum variance orientation [14]. The

remaining paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the

mixing procedure and the algorithm for image separation

based on scatter plot is presented. In section 3, simulation

setup and results are discussed and in section 4 results

of scatter based technique are compared with SVD based

ICA method. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Algorithm based on scatter data

When two histogram equalized images are linearly mixed

as given in (4) and (5), then the observed images will no

longer have uniform distributions

I1 = a11S1 + a12S2 (4)

I2 = a21S1 + a22S2 (5)

where a11, a12, a21, and a22 are the mixing co-efficient

and are required to be estimated along with the original

images.

Let fsz
i
(szi ) be the probability density function of the

histogram equalized and zero-mean source images Sz
i ,i =

1 and 2 as given by (6)

fsz
i
(szi ) =

{
1

2K , |szi | ≤ K

0, otherwise
(6)

where, K is the highest intensity value of the images

Sz
i . Then the resultant distribution of the observed im-

ages I1and I2 for a12 > a11 and a22 > a21 is given in (7)

and (8)

fw1(w1) =


1

4a11a12K2 (a11K + a12K + w1), −(a11 + a12)K ≤ w1 ≤ −(a12 − a11)K
1

2a12K
, −(a12 − a11)K ≤ w1 ≤ (a12 − a11)K

1
4a11a12K2 (a11K + a12K − w1), (a12 − a11)K ≤ w1 ≤ (a11 + a12)K

0, Otherwise

(7)
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fw2(w2) =


1

4a21a22K2 (a21K + a22K + w2), −(a21 + a22)K ≤ w2 ≤ −(a22 − a21)K
1

2a22K
, −(a22 − a21)K ≤ w2 ≤ (a22 − a21)K

1
4a21a22K2 (a21K + a22K − w2), (a22 − a21)K ≤ w2 ≤ (a21 + a22)K

0, Otherwise

(8)

Fig. 1: Scatter plot for the two mixed images

where, w1 and w2 are the row vectors of order 1 by N2

of the observed images I1 and I2. So the joint probability

density function or scatter plot of the two observed images

will be parallelogram in shape. The scatter data based im-

age separation algorithm for the two mixed digital images

I1 and I2 (order of N by N ) is given in Algorithm 1.

The scatter plot of the two mixed images is shown in

Fig. 1 and their rotated variants are given in figs. 2 and

3. Figure 2 is the anticlockwise rotated (by 90o) plot of

the original scatter plot given in Fig. 1, while Fig. 3 is the

clockwise rotated (by 90o) plot of the original scatter plot.

Since, four vertices of the scatter plot contains the infor-

mation of the mixing matrix, these variants of the scatter

plot is used to estimate the four vertices in the given al-

gorithm. In Fig. 2 and 3, the smallest distance between

the origin and a point on the scatter plot is calculated as

shown by the solid line in these figures. The point in a

scatter plot corresponding to smallest distance have max-

imum probability to be a vertex point of a parallelogram.

Fig. 2: Rotated (anti-clock wise by 90o) scatter plot for
the mixed images

Fig. 3: Rotated (clockwise by 90o) scatter plot

3 Simulation Setup and Results

For the image separation of mixed images, the given al-

gorithm has been applied on 45 mixed image pairs and

their performance is evaluated in terms of PSNR and sig-
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for image separation based on
scatter plot

1. Find maximum and minimum values from I1 and I2 and consider
that the four vertices of the parallelogram shaped scatter plot of
images I1 and I2 are A, B, C and D.

(a) xa = max(I1) and ya = max(I2)

(b) xc = min(I1) and yc = min(I2),

where (xa, ya) and (xc, yc) are the co-ordinates of the two ver-
tices A and C of the paralleogram.

2. Convert I1 and I2 in to row vectors

(a) w1(1, (x− 1) ∗N + y) = I1(x, y)

(b) w2(1, (x− 1) ∗N + y) = I2(x, y)

where,w1 and w2 are the row vectors of order 1 by N2

3. Z =

[
−w2

w1

]
−
[

min(−w2)
min(w1)

]
is the anti-clockwise rotated

(by 90o) scattered data.

4. Find vector V , V =
[
||z1|| ||z2|| · · · ||zN2 ||

]
, where

||zp|| =
√

Z2(1, p) + Z2(2, p) is the distances of the points on
the anti-clockwise rotated (by 90o) scatter plots from the origin.

5. Search for the smallest component in the row vector V and store
its index in j

6.
[

xd

yd

]
=

[
Z(2, j) +min(w1)
−Z(1, j)−min(−w2)

]
is the estimated co-

ordinated of the paralleogram vertex D.

7. Q =

[
w2

−w1

]
−
[

min(w2)
min(−w1)

]
is the clockwise rotated (by

90o) scattered data.

8. Find vector T , T =
[
||q1|| ||q2|| · · · ||qN2 ||

]
, where

||qp|| =
√

Q2(1, p) +Q2(2, p) is the distances of the points on
the clockwise rotated (by 90o) scatter plots from the origin.

9. Search for the smallest component in the row vector T and store
its index in i

10.
[

xb

yb

]
=

[
−Q(2, i)−min(−w1)
Q(1, i) +min(w2)

]
is the estimated co-

ordinated of the paralleogram vertex B.

11. The estimated mixing matrix Ais given as, A =

1
2L

[
xa + xd xa − xd

ya − yb ya+ yb

]
, where L is the number of

intensity levels in the given digital image.

12. The estimated images vector is X = A−1

[
I1
I2

]
13. The reordering of X in to two images each of order NxN :

if mod(y,N) 6= 0, then q = mod(y,N); else q = N .
So separated images Iseparated1 and Iseparated2 are given as,
Iseparated1 (

⌈ y
N

⌉
, q) = X(1, y) and Iseparated2 (

⌈ y
N

⌉
, q) =

X(2, y); which are the approximates of the original images
S1 ≈ Iseparated1 & S2 ≈ Iseparated2 .

Fig. 4: Original Images ’Ima1’ and ’Ima2’ (top row),
mixed images (middle row) and separated images (last
row) using scatter plot based technique.

nal to interference ratio (SIR). These fused images for

a11 = 0.467, a12 = 0.29, a21 = 0.33, and a22 = 0.67 are

generated using randomly chosen 10 images in the bitmap

format with a resolution of 512× 512 pixels. Few original

images, mixed images and separated images are shown in

Fig. 4 to 5.

4 Performance evaluation and com-
parison

The performance of the scatter based techniques with the

presented algorithm is compared with SVD based ICA

method. It can be observed from Fig. 6 and 7 that both

PSNR and SIR for scatter based method is more than the
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Fig. 6: PSNR for the separated images using scatter-plot based technique and SVD-based ICA techniques.

Fig. 7: SIR for the separated images using scatter-plot based technique and SVD-based ICA techniques.
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Fig. 5: Original Images ’Ima3’ and ’Ima4’ (top row),
mixed images (middle row) and separated images (last
row) using scatter plot based technique.

Tab. 1: Percentage error in estimated mixing coefficient.
Mixing coefficients Average percentage error

a11 11.656 %
a12 19.881 %
a21 1.240 %
a22 1.228 %

SVD based ICA method for all mixed image pairs sep-

aration. The average PSNR and average SIR for scatter

based technique is more than 12 dB and 21 dB, respec-

tively, while for SVD based ICA method average PSNR

is around -2.5 dB and average SIR is 7.2 dB. Also, the av-

erage percentage error of mixing coefficient estimates for

45 mixtures is calculated and is given in Table 1.

5 Conclusion

The given algorithm for image separation based on scatter

plot successfully separates the histogram equalized mixed

images and performs better then SVD based ICA tech-

nique in terms of PSNR and SIR. We have tested this

scatter-plot based algorithm on 45 mixed image pairs and

estimated all four mixing co-coefficients along with the

original unmixed images. Further, it has been observed

that the average percentage errors in the estimated mix-

ing co-efficients are different for different co-coefficients.

The average (over 90 separated images) PSNR and aver-

age SIR for scatter based technique is more than 12 dB

and 21 dB respectively, while for SVD based ICA method

average PSNR is around -2.5 dB and average SIR is 7.2

dB. In this investigation, the robustness of the joint PDF

based image separation technique is tested only for mix-

ture of two images, so the future work may include the

separation of three image mixture.
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